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Cyber Terrorism: A Guide for Facility ManagersFairmont Press, 2003

	In the current climate of terrorism, the facility manager is in a more critical position than ever before. Protecting the organization's infrastructure from cyber-based attacks that are designed to disrupt and/or destroy business operations is becoming increasingly important for facility managers.This book will address cyberterrorism and...
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Pelvic Ring FracturesSpringer, 2020

	
		This book provides in-depth coverage of all aspects of pelvic ring fractures and their management. The opening chapters supply essential information on surgical anatomy, biomechanics, classification, clinical evaluation, radiological diagnostics, and emergency and acute management. The various operative techniques, including...
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Social Computing in Homeland Security: Disaster Promulgation and Response (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2009
The sequence of major events that occurred after entering the twenty-first century have all pointed to an effective emergency response as one of the most complex challenges many countries now face.
Social Computing in Homeland Security: Disaster Promulgation and Response presents a theoretical framework addressing how to...
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First Aid for the Emergency Medicine Boards (FIRST AID Specialty Boards)McGraw-Hill, 2009
An "insider's guide" for success on the Emergency Medicine written board and in-service exams written by residents and junior faculty.


First Aid for the Emergency Medicine Boards presents time-strapped emergency medicine residents (taking annual in-training exams or the end of...
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Acute Aortic Disease (Fundamental and Clinical Cardiology)Informa Healthcare, 2007

	Covering the pathophysiology, imaging, diagnosis, and treatment of a variety of aortic aneurysms and dissections, this source helps physicians effectively examine and evaluate affected individuals in clinical or emergency care settings. Offering a wide array of illustrations, x-rays, and operative photographs to emphasize key anatomic...
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Pharmaceutical Compounding and DispensingPharmaceutical Press, 2010

	Pharmacists or their pharmaceutical equivalents have
	been responsible for compounding medicines for cen
	turies. Recently this role has been challenged in the
	pharmaceutical literature with suggestions and recom
	mendations that it is inappropriate for the pharmaceu
	tical practitioner to compound medicines in a local
	pharmacy...
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Street SaintAlgora Publishing, 2002

	A veteran paramedic decries the declining standards within the commercial ambulance corps and hospital emergency rooms. In a dramatic semi-autobiographical volume he points out several factors driving the decline (abuse and overwhelming of the system by Medicare/Medicaid patients and other non-emergency patients; and the way fiscal...
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Parkland Manual of In-Patient Medicine: An Evidence-Based GuideF. A. Davis Company, 2006

	Founded in 1894 by the city of Dallas, Parkland

	Memorial Hospital was established to provide the highest

	quality medical care to the indigent sick, working

	poor, and populations with special needs who would

	otherwise have minimal access to health services. For

	over 110 years, Parkland’s pledge to provide medical...
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Essential Echocardiography: A Companion to Braunwald’s Heart DiseaseElsevier Limited, 2018

	
		Echocardiography remains the most commonly used imaging technique to visualize the heart and great vessels, and this clinically oriented text by Drs. Scott D. Solomon, Justina C. Wu, and Linda D. Gillam helps you make the most of its diagnostic and prognostic potential for your patients. Part of the highly regarded...
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Joomla! Web SecurityPackt Publishing, 2008
In Detail
Joomla! is one of the most powerful open-source content management systems used to build websites and other powerful online applications. While Joomla! itself is inherently safe, misconfigurations, vulnerable components, poorly configured hosts, and weak passwords can all contribute to the downfall of your site. So,...
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What If Medicine Disappeared?University of New York, 2008

	I was trying to imagine what the world would look like without Western medicine. Gone would be primary care physicians, surgeons, psychiatry—all the various medical specialties. There would be no treatment for trauma, nor fractures. Sufferers from the common cold would need to recover without their physician’s help. There would be...
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The Engineering of Mixed Reality Systems (Human-Computer Interaction Series)Springer, 2009
An increasing number of systems are exploiting mixed reality but to date there are no systematic methods, techniques or guidelines for the development of such systems. In bringing together contributions on a broad range of mixed reality development issues this book provides a sound theoretical foundation for a disciplined approach to mixed...
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